
‘Historic’ turning 
point in Italy’s 
migrant crisis
ROME: The year 2017 marked what Italian authorities
hope was a turning point in the nation’s struggle to
manage a chaotic and deadly rush of migrants to its
shores. Italian Foreign Minister Paolo Gentiloni this
week called it a pivotal moment in Italy’s “historic tran-
sition from immigration managed by criminals to con-
trolled, legal and safe migration”. While migrants who
made the perilous journey across the Mediterranean in
rickety boats still numbered nearly 119,000, it was a
roughly one-third drop over the previous year.
However, Italy’s effort to tackle the issue has not been
without controversy, including its moves to enlist the
help of powerful militias to curb traffickers’ activity.

Still the situation as 2017 closes, is vastly different
than the first half of the year. Between January and
June, Italy saw a nearly 20 percent jump in the number
of migrants arriving by sea, while asylum applications
exploded as its EU neighbors-France, Switzerland and
Austria-had closed their borders.  In just the last three
days of June, a total of 10,400 people landed in Italy as
its neighbors refused to allow even a single ship of
migrants rescued off the coast of Libya to dock.

With legislative elections on the horizon-now set
for March 2018 — immigration has been a key issue,
particularly for Italy’s right and the populist Five Star
Movement (M5S).Italy has tried to adapt how it han-
dles the migrants on its soil, trying prioritize smaller
reception centers believed to help new arrivals get on
their feet. Still tens of thousands of asylum seekers
languish in large shelters, feeding into the mutual dis-

trust of surrounding neighborhoods.

‘Inhuman’
But everything began to change in July as migrant

boat departures from Libya suddenly dropped. The
downward trend continued to the point that sea arrivals
over the past six months have fallen by 70 percent
compared with the same period last year. The drop has
been attributed to a controversial combination of an
Italian-led boosting of the Libyan coastguard’s ability
to intercept boats and efforts to seek the assistance of
powerful militias. There have also been moves to tight-
en Libya’s southern borders, accelerate repatriations
directly from Libya and measures to stem the flow of
migrants from sub-Saharan Africa through transit states
such as Niger and Sudan.  It seemed to pay off as in

early December, with the Libyan navy saying a total of
80,000 migrants were rescued or intercepted in 2017.
However, harrowing accounts emerged of desperate
migrants throwing themselves overboard in order to
avoid being sent back to the chaos in Libya.  

Migrants intercepted or rescued by the Libyans are
usually held in detention centers to await repatriation,
but waiting times are often long and conditions
deplorable. International outrage over the situation was
stoked in November by a CNN television report on
migrant Africans being sold as slaves in Libya.  It got to
the point that the EU’s decision to help Libya intercept
migrants trying to cross the Mediterranean and return
them to detention centers was condemned as “inhu-
man” by the United Nations human rights chief, Zeid
Ra’ad Al Hussein. — AFP 
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SOFIA: Cartoonist Hristo Komarnitski and his colleagues
had no illusions: launching a satirical journal was always
going to be tricky in Bulgaria, new holder of the EU
presidency but also ranked as the bloc’s worst press
freedom violator. But they didn’t expect that the coun-
try’s main newspaper distributor, run by a business
tycoon MP, would simply block the first issue of their
“Prass-Press” journal when it launched in March.

None of the 10,000 copies reached the newspaper
stands. “We had no idea about all the problems that were
about to hit us,” Komarnitski said. “There is no alterna-
tive for us, no choice... The
(media) situation is going
from bad to worse,” he
added, although Prass-Press
continues to appear on the
internet and is distributed by
hand by volunteers in the
provinces. As Bulgaria pre-
pares to take the rotating EU
helm on January 1, its press
industry is mired in “corrup-
tion and collusion between
media, politicians, and oli-
garchs,” according to
Reporters Without Borders (RSF).

Since joining the bloc a decade ago, Bulgaria has
tumbled down in the annual RSF press freedom ranking
from sharing the 35th place with France in 2006 to 109th
out of 180 countries in 2017 - by far the worst placed EU
member state. Some observers say there is, paradoxical-
ly, a correlation between this deterioration and Bulgaria’s
desire to improve its image as the bloc’s poorest and
most corrupt country. Authorities want “Brussels (to)
believe that there is progress” in their anti-graft fight and
therefore try to muffle investigative journalism, according
to opposition newspaper columnist Svetoslav Terziev,
who also teaches journalism at Sofia University.

‘Chronic’ self-censorship
Like in other ex-communist countries, Bulgaria has a

large number of media outlets, but ownership tends to be
opaque and concentrated in the hands of a few. “It is like
Russian dolls - when you open one, there is another one
inside.  There is an official owner of the media outlet but
everybody knows that it is not the actual owner, there is
someone else behind,” said Christian Spahr, head of the
regional media program of the German Konrad
Adenauer foundation. Dominating the country’s powerful
media elite is oligarch Delyan Peevski, the wealthy news-

paper distributor who
thwarted the launch of
“Prass-Press”. The 37-year-
old tobacco and construc-
tion mogul heads an empire
of media outlets, whose
actual size remains unknown
due to opaque ownership.

According to RSF, he
controls nearly 80 percent
of the newspaper distribu-
tion. Peevski is also a
favorite target of the “Prass-
Press” cartoonists-a fact

which may not have played in their favor. 
“But we don’t go as far as our fellow cartoonists in

Britain or France, who are much more brutal,”
Komarnitski insisted. Bulgaria’s entanglements between
political and economic interests have transformed jour-
nalism into an obstacle course for reporters. More than
90 percent of the Bulgarian journalists polled recently by
the Association of European Journalists declared that
interference with their work was frequent. “Self-censor-
ship has become a chronic illness,” the study summed up.

‘Sicily-style’ threats
In 2016, “Prass-Press” cartoonist Chavdar Nikolov

saw all his comic strips deleted from the websites of the
media group that he worked with, after he depicted
Prime Minister Boyko Borisov as chief of a civil militia
hunting migrants. Also last year, television journalists
found themselves threatened with sacking by a lawmak-
er during a live broadcast. Physical aggression is also
common, according to reporters. Atanas Chobanov from

the investigative website Bivol.bg said he and his col-
leagues were regularly subjected to intimidations “with
Sicily-style messages”. The US International Research
and Exchanges board (IREX), a non-profit group cam-
paigning for independent press rights, has denounced
the “visible political pressure” on leading Bulgarian
national media. — AFP 

SOFIA: Bulgarian cartoonists Chavdar Georgiev (left) sells the first issue of the satirical
bi-weekly journal ‘Prass-Press’ in the center of Sofia. — AFP 
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News in brief

Two Christians killed 

CAIRO: A gunman killed two Copts celebrating the
New Year in an Egyptian alcohol shop early yester-
day, judicial and security sources said - the latest
deadly violence against the Christian minority. The
shooting came just three days after a gunman, iden-
tified as a wanted jihadist, killed nine people in an
attack on a church south of the capital. An assailant
rode up in the back of a motorcycle taxi and opened
fire on the liquor store in Cairo’s twin city Giza at
around 1:30 am, when the streets were still bustling
with New Year revelers, the sources said. The store’s
Coptic owner survived but two of his friends who
were celebrating with him were killed. Police are still
investigating the motive of the attack, the sources
said. Alcohol consumption is forbidden by Islam and
liquor stores, most of which are run by Copts, have
come under attack in the past by hardline Muslims
who believe they should be banned. On January 2
last year, a Muslim slit the throat of a Coptic liquor
store owner in the Mediterranean coastal city of
Alexandria. 

Liverpool park blaze

LIVERPOOL: A blaze has destroyed every vehicle
left in a 1,600-capacity car park serving the British
city of Liverpool’s indoor arena, police said yester-
day. The Liverpool International Horse Show, taking
place in the northwest English city’s neighboring
11,000-seater arena, was cancelled due to the fire,
which broke out after dark on Sunday. Nobody has
been seriously injured in the blaze, the local
Merseyside Police said, while all horses are account-
ed for. “Initial investigations indicate that an acci-
dental fire within a vehicle caused other cars to
ignite,” the force said. “We believe that all vehicles
parked in the car park have been destroyed and
advise owners to contact their insurance compa-
nies.” Liverpool Mayor Joe Anderson said the blaze
started in a four-wheel drive vehicle on the third lev-
el. Horses which had been on the first level were
moved to the arena, he added. “The flames and the
smoke was unbelievable,” said Kevin Booth, 44, who
was heading to the horse show with his family. “It
was frightening. We could hear the bangs of car win-
dows exploding,” he said. 

Viral ‘slap video’

JERUSALEM: Israeli authorities have filed charges
against a Palestinian woman after a video showing
her and her cousin slapping and kicking two Israeli
soldiers in the occupied West Bank went viral.  Nour
Tamimi, 20, had on December 15 along with Ahed
Tamimi, 16, accosted two soldiers in their village of
Nabi Saleh in the occupied West Bank.  The soldiers
were in the yard of a home to prevent Palestinians
from throwing stones at Israeli motorists nearby,
according to the charges filed at the Ofer military
court on Sunday. Ahed Tamimi’s family says the inci-
dent occurred in the yard of their home.  A video
shows the cousins approaching two Israeli soldiers
and telling them to leave before shoving, kicking and
slapping them.  Ahed Tamimi is the most aggressive
of the two in the video.  The heavily armed soldiers
do not respond in the face of what appears to be an
attempt to provoke rather than seriously harm them.
They then move backwards after Ahed Tamimi’s
mother Nariman becomes involved.  

Venezuela ham 
shortage hits 
holiday meals  
CARACAS: Shortages in Venezuela have now hit an
essential part of traditional Christmas and New Year’s
meals, leaving frustrated citizens with a new holiday cho-
rus: “We want our ham!”Ham has been in short supply,
sending people fed up with shortages of this and other
essentials into the streets to protest. “We didn’t have it
for Christmas and it won’t be here for the New Year,”
complains Miriam Brito during a protest in Caracas.
Similar small demonstrations have multiplied throughout
Venezuela, but the government of President Nicolas
Maduro-whose country was once one of the wealthiest
in Latin America-has promised that ham would be
among foods sold at subsidized prices. 

Brito said she has gone four months without receiving
food subsidies. “They lied to us with ham,” said Brito, 40,
the mother of a seven-year-old daughter. Falling oil
prices, political unrest, and corruption have decimated
the economy under Maduro, leading to chronic food and
medicine shortages, and inflation which the IMF fore-
casts will exceed 2,300 percent in 2018. In November,
creditors and ratings agencies declared the government
and state-run oil firm PDVSA to be in partial default for
missing interest and principle payments on bonds.

About 100 people bang on saucepans around Brito
and use rope, tires and debris to set up a street block-
ade. Venezuelans earn a minimum of roughly 450,000
bolivars per month, $135 at the official exchange rate,
and $4.50 on the black market which is considered the

reference rate. That’s also the non-subsidized price for
1.5 kilograms (3.3 pounds) of pork, putting it out of
reach for Brito, a cashier whose salary barely exceeds
the legal minimum.

‘We have been sabotaged’ 
When it’s available, subsidized meat sells for 30 times

less. Aside from missing their seasonal ham on the bone,

protesters complain about water and electricity short-
ages, which occur despite the fact that the country has
the world’s largest proven reserves of oil. Maduro
acknowledged glitches in the distribution of ham but
blamed an international boycott linked, according to
him, to severe economic sanctions imposed by
Washington, and to sabotage by Portugal, which
exports the ham. — AFP 

CARACAS: A woman confronts riot police during a protest for the shortage of food in Caracas. — AFP 

The Aquarius (center), a former North Atlantic fisheries protection ship now used by humanitarians SOS Mediterranee and
Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors without Borders), is seen during a rescuing operation in the Mediterranean sea. — AFP 

Reporters face an obstacle 
in corruption-hit Bulgaria

Holder of EU presidency ‘worst press freedom violator’


